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TRNSave the life of a critically ill
Ankit
0006611460/TD- infant/child at our home,
0007240050
PALNA, for abandoned
children by contributing
towards the monthly treatment
cost

Success

4-May-2017

TRNSave the life of a critically ill
Madhvi
0006605547/TD- infant/child at our home,
0007233937
PALNA, for abandoned
children by contributing
towards the monthly treatment
cost
TRNSave the life of a critically ill
Prithvi
0006517472/TD- infant/child at our home,
0007129009
PALNA, for abandoned
children by contributing
towards the monthly treatment
cost
TRNSponsor the rehabilitation
Vansh
0006611573/TD- expenses of a special needs
0007240211
child at Bal Chetna for a
month

Success

4-May-2017

Success

4-May-2017

Ankit was extremely weak when Ishwarya
he first came to PALNA. He was
an hypothermic baby. Regular
medical attention, therapy has
improved his health.Now Ankit
is an active child and extremely
happy at PALNA
Madhvi needed help with
Ishwarya
speech and was extremely shy
growing up. She is taking help
of speech therapy and has
steady improvement in health
and other aspects
Prithvi is an extremely active
Ishwarya
child at PALNA and enjoys
running around and playing. He
mingles and is one of the
favorites in his class.

Success

4-May-2017

TRNSponsor the rehabilitation
0006611273/TD- expenses of a special needs
0007239808
child at Bal Chetna for a
month

Bhoomika

Success

4-May-2017

TRNSponsor the complete care of
0006611460/TD- an abandoned child at our
0007240051
home PALNA for a
month

Vidhi

Success

4-May-2017

TRNSponsor the complete care of
0006611458/TD- an abandoned child at our
0007240048
home PALNA for a
month

Satyam

Success

4-May-2017

MDO-0245/7

Shama,
Success
Parveen,
Nakul, Sourabh
and Riya

4-May-2017

Part sponsor the daily tutoring
cost to help 70 needy children
continue with their education

Beneficiary
Name

Vansh has been a part of the
Bal Chetna program and is
slowly and steadily responding
to the treatment provided. The
parents who are also required
to attend Counselling and
training sessions conducted at
DCCW are extremely happy
and feel that Vansh is in
extremely safe hands. At the
Orthopaedic Centre, a ‘Dream
Garden’ was created for Bal
Chetnachildren with a makebelieve zoo, milk booth, traffic
signal, bus-stop and a fruit and
vegetable vending booth, to
provide practical lessons of
everyday life to the children.
Bhoomika enjoys various
activities at Bal Chetna and is
an extremely happy kid. Her
parents confimed that she has
been supported for
rehabilitation expenses. Her
parents were extremely worried
at one point that they will not be
able to support Bhoomika wuth
respect to her treatment but
now are completely relieved
and happy with the care
provided at Bal Chetna
Vidhi is an enthusiastic child
and this has been a major
improvement for her. PALNA
provides a beautiful
environment for the children to
grow in. Vidhi is also one of the
abandoned children but she is
taken good care. She happily
showed her dormitory and
enjoys playing with her friends.
Satyam is an extremely
fascnating child who loves
balloons! Satyam came to
PALNA as an extremely weak
baby but now has grown into a
big man (that's what he thinks)
and absolutely enjoys being at
PALNA. He loves the food, his
friends and his teacher
Shama, Parveen and Nakul
were the few students that I
interacted with. They absolutely
love their teacher and not only
have these tutions helped them
score the kids believe it has
improved their personality
overall. The teachers put in a lot
of efforts and they also do
unique projects on environment
and other topics. A lot of
creative methods are used to
tutor these kids. The kids are
also served lunch.

Assessor
Name

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya
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MDO-0240/173

Neha,
Tabassum,
Chanda, Kunti
and Preeti

Success

4-May-2017

Neha, Tabassum, Chanda,
Ishwarya
Kundi and Preeti are the few
beneficiaries with whom I
interacted. The entire batch was
completely enthusiastic and had
a lot of clarity on the career
paths they want to pursue.
There was a career guidance
program conducted on the day
of the visit. The various
vocational training programs are
Beautician programs, tailoring,
embroidering and painting.
Neha and Tabssum are part of
the tailoring program. Preeti
does the emroidery & painting
program and Kundi is taking the
Beauty culture course.

Help a batch of needy children
earn a living by sponsoring
their weekly vocational training
cost

Assessor
Name

